


 Ideas, Meetings and Decisions 

When you send in ideas – of which we get about 15,000 every year – simply email them to 
the relevant commissioning editor with any necessary attachments.

We’ll do our best to reply to you within a week, but in any case no more than three. And if 
we still haven’t got back to you, do please give 
us a nudge. We’d rather that than leave you 
feeling ignored.

We’ll ensure that the departmental contacts 
and commissioning plans on 4producers.co.uk 
are always kept up to date. It’s also a great 
resource for information about compliance, 
business affairs and production.

In most cases an initial response to an idea will come via email - we’ll always try and be as 
fulsome in our response as we can to give you something to work with towards future ideas.

If we’ve been in conversation with you for a while about an idea, or we need to feedback 
about a taster tape or a pilot, we will always offer you a face to face meeting – we realise 
that when you have invested so much in an idea, detailed and considered feedback is 
absolutely necessary.

We want you to feel welcome when you come to see us – there’s tea, coffee, WiFi and PCs 
available for you to use in our reception area. Feel free to hang around
in between meetings.

When you are coming here for a meeting we won’t keep you waiting 
for more than ten minutes – unless some genuine emergency befalls 
the commissioner you were due to see. In which case the 
commissioning team assistant will make sure you are kept 
up to date with what’s happening.

If we end up having to cancel the meeting – which we 
will try very, very hard never to have to do – and you are 
already in the building, we’ll make sure you get to see 
another commissioning editor from the same team
on the same day. And we’ll rearrange the original 
meeting. And if you have travelled the length and 
breadth of the UK to get here we will reimburse your 
travel expenses.



If we ask you for a pilot or taster tape to help us make a decision about an idea we 
will pay for it.

And then if that decision turns out to be “no”, and you would like to take the idea to another 
broadcaster, you can always talk to your commissioning editor and business affairs 
executive to see if they would be happy to release 
the rights earlier – wherever they can they will.

When it comes to production the bedrock of any 
successful production is a detailed Ed Spec. 
We all know that getting programmes to air can 
be a tricky business, and involves going down a 
road where any misunderstanding about what 
we’re doing together can cause all sorts of issues. 
Misunderstanding is what the Ed Spec is designed to avoid.  And as such we need to work 
really closely to make sure we are all happy before production begins.

As we all know staffing production can be challenging. Contrary to popular opinion however, 
we do not have an approved directors or preferred suppliers list. But we do have a view of all 
the talent we are working with across all the genre – and as such are well placed to assist 
you in finding the right talent for the programme.

We normally expect producers to agree a post-production viewing schedule
with your editor. The number can vary by genre and circumstance but is
often agreed in the programme ed-spec. It is important to us 
that the Executive Producer has seen the film before we 
see it for the first time, and that you consider it to be in a 
transmittable state.

If these ways of working don’t make us a better 
broadcaster to work with – please let us know. We really 
want to get it right and the only way we can do that is if you 
are open with us about where we are not working as well as 
we should.
 
You can contact your commissioning editor with feedback, 
or Stuart Cosgrove (who you can talk to in anonymity if you 
like), or if you would like to formalise any complaint do put 
it in writing to Jay Hunt.
 
We absolutely guarantee that we will, and do, take 
all complaints and feedback seriously.
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